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[Wrong way down a one-way street]
While many young girls preferred playing with Barbie dolls, Donna Hoffman
had no time for toys. She was too busy honing her designer’s eye.
“What is she doing?” her mother would shout after noticing Hoffman had
again rearranged the furniture in their Long Island, NY, home. “Donna, I like
where that was.”
“And then I would have to put everything back,” Hoffman says, laughing.
A former QVC network host and television consultant, Hoffman is living out
her childhood dream through Interiors by Donna Hoffman, a full-service interior design firm in Yardley, where she offers consulting, full-creative design,
demi-design, one-day room redesign, home staging, faux finish painting and
custom window treatments, pillows and bedding.
“It’s as if the business sprang up in spite of me. It’s been serendipitous,”
Hoffman says. “I saw the power of design and the effect it had on people,
but I always had a reason not to pursue it. After my husband asked me for the
millionth time why I wasn’t doing it, the light bulb went off.”
Hoffman studied interior design at Temple University in Philadelphia and

Parsons New School of Design in New York City. She has two children, Anna,
14, a ballet dancer, and Brett, 10, an Irish stepper who has his own jewelry
business, with her husband, Steven. The admitted chocoholic — “I don’t turn
it down, whether it’s Hershey or Godiva” — also enjoys hosting “easy-peasy”
brunches and gardening.
Her design process, she says, is simple: combine two parts applied science,
two parts sensitivity and one part magic-fairy-sparkle dust. She often asks clients to collect magazine images they’re drawn to; their preferences highlight
what they’re really craving aesthetically in terms of shape, color, texture and
space flow. “I don’t have my own stamp or single look,” she says. “I want
to add quality and value to a person’s life through design. I help create an
interior that is as stunning for you to look at as it is to live in.”
Even with a bubbly personality that’s downright infectious, Hoffman jokes she
often has a difficult time finding clients – literally. Despite using MapQuest and
her car’s navigation system, her sense of direction is “horrific” at best. “When
everyone was in heaven, in line for sense of direction,” she says, “I was off to
the side, looking at tassel fringe.” —Kristin Boyd
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